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About This Game

VOID is a visual novel themed around espionage and revenge. You play as Arthur Woods, a man seeking revenge from the
death of his loved one, forging himself into a deadly assassin. Along the way, you will meet people who may (or may not) be

your allies, as you try to untangle the web of lies and intrique surrounding your girlfriend's death.

Characters

Julie Ross, the vigilante with anger issues. Proficient in several forms of martial arts, she is a deadly adversary in hand to hand
combat. Her past shaped who she is today, and she joined forces with Ciel and Arthur to achieve a goal of her own.

Ciel Blanchette, the upstart rookie trying to prove her worth to her mentor. Highly intelligent and cunning, she will lead Julie
and Arthur in their mission to find the leader of The Syndicate.

Arthur Woods, a man so consumed with anger he plunged himself into the dark world of assasination. Trained by an ex-SAS,
he sharpened himself into a deadly killer in just two years by his sheer will.
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Features

10+ hours of adrenaline-pumping story

Explore the city of King's Port as you progress through the story

Multiple endings based on your choices

BGM composed by Vesuvia [Ecky]

Theme Song by Vesuvia [Ecky], vocal by Rei
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Title: VOID
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Vifth Floor
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017
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The game is very long, which is exacerbated by the lack of save mechanic which means you have to do the game in one swoop,
however it really left the feeling that choices completely mattered in the game and simple choices can move you down a wholly
different path.

EDIT: I fixed the save game issue.. i got a -75% off coupon to this game it costed me 0,24 \u20ac

spend 0,24\u20ac got a game worth 0,24\u20ac
Srsly worst game ever just dont even try. Multiplayer is dead, brothers. The story is sheer violent, satisfying, sweet bolter\/melee
porn. This title could be GREAT! To me at least. But It needs more and the correct vocals. Heashot is not near enough and gets
annoying for me. The vocal could match the multiplier shooting sequence, 1st vocal for a headshot should be "Headbuster" then
2ndX vocal could be "Skullbuster" then 3rdX vocal could be "Brainbuster" etc..Being the game is named Zombie Buster.
Another great change would be to make the left gun red and the right gun blue to match the HUD. We need a cooler gun
upgrade menu ingame for choosing. The guns should change visually for that limited time This game is pure arcade and I love it.
So I understand the HOTD mentality but my suggestions would only enhance the arcade experience at least for me. Could you
add the option to have the gun reload by gripping the grips on the controllers also. Can you make the waves more diverse. Add
some vocal story and minor teleporting within the room they just feel empty and mindless for me. I still ove it. LOL. The hud is
very cool for arcade VR. I would widen it a bit more, it is a bit to close. Thank you for adding the arms, so great to not just have
hands a gun. The game grafix are real nice! I did have to crank up SS in Vive steam settings to 1.8 for clean background. The
characters are very well done. I like the alien zombies. I could go on with tons of other tweaks that this game would benefit
from. Thank you to the developers.. A very cute game.... I'm so extemly aroused by the main character of Gerhard Meyer in his
uniform that I can't properly focus on the game.
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This game is actually kind of scary.. the freakish creatures that come after you make you squirm when they get close (especially
that demon child piece of crap thing).. the guns feel good (except that you have to point upwards too high with a couple guns..)
It's very satisfying to land shots. Didn't play all that long and I came across a decent variety of weapons.. this is the first time I've
used a flamethrower in VR and it made me happy.. The environment is nice too.. simple, but it has a nice feel (night on city
streets.. creepy style). Big monsters come for you too.. extra scary. I want a chainsaw. serioulsy.. This game has a lot of potential
but due to a lack of spells IMO the experience is too short to be worth the price of admission.. Really fun trippy open world 2d
rpg, i dont want to spoil anything but the concept is really fun and the game does a lot with it :)
I enjoyed exploring the world and slowly poking my way through the content :)
Well worth a try, bargain for the price :). Great game, good concept, and simple enough that you don't need much to run it. how
ever the only reason i give it 7\/10 is because on the lvl guiding pipes has an extremely hard part where the flies that attack you
are smack dab in your way and get killed in like 6 hits. please fix this, other wise you should get it it is gud. Wow... this is one of
the best breakout games I've played in a long time. Definately worth the purchase.. Great ending to one of the best Choice of
Games series out there. The challenges you face in the game are fresh, unique, and creative. The choices you make, from the
beginning of the first book to this last one all significantly affect the final outcome. It has some surprising twists and tense
moments. Herofall also gives the whole trilogy huge replay value because of all of the possible endings.

My only complaint is that some of the relationship scenes seem forced, which is minimal compared to everything else Herofall
does right. If you're a fan of Choice of Games, have played any of the previous games in the trilogy, or are just looking for a
good eBook type game, definitely pick this up.
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